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VISCOSITY PROPERTIES WITH SINGULARITIES IN A
STATE-CONSTRAINED EXPECTED UTILITY MAXIMIZATION
PROBLEM
MOURAD LAZGHAM
Department of Mathematics, University of Mannheim, Germany
Abstract. We consider the value function originating from an expected utility maximiza-
tion problem with finite fuel constraint and show its close relation to a nonlinear parabolic
degenerated Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation with singularity. On one hand, we give
a so-called verification argument based on the dynamic programming principle, which allows
us to derive conditions under which a classical solution of the HJB equation coincides with
our value function (provided that it is smooth enough). On the other hand, we establish a
comparison principle, which allows us to characterize our value function as the unique viscosity
solution of the HJB equation.
1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the connection between the value function associ-
ated to an expected utility maximization problem with finite fuel constraint, which originates
from a portfolio liquidation problem, and solutions of a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equa-
tion with singularity. More precisely, we will first establish the equivalence between this value
function (under the assumption that it is smooth enough) and a classical solution of an HJB
equation, with the help of the dynamic programming principle. In particular, we will see that
the value function and the corresponding optimal strategy are tied up with the solution of a
certain stochastic differential equation (SDE), which might be useful for numerical purposes
(see Remark 2.10). Second, we will show that the value function in the more general case,
where no smoothness assumptions are imposed, can be regarded as the (unique) viscosity
solution of the corresponding HJB-equation.
This work generalizes the framework developed in Schied et al. (2010) by considering utility
functions with bounded Arrow-Pratt coefficient. Such utility functions were already studied for
infinite-time horizons in a one-dimensional framework with linear temporary impact without
drift; see Schied and Scho¨neborn (2009), as well as Scho¨neborn (2008), where the optimal
trading strategy was characterized as the unique bounded solution of a classical fully nonlinear
parabolic equation. The above derivation was due to the fact that when considering an infinite
time horizon the optimal strategy solved a classical parabolic partial differential equation,
because then the time parameter did not appear in the equation.
In this paper, we aim at deriving the corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation
for the finite-time horizon. Since the considered equation now takes into account a time
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parameter, and no classical solutions are given in closed form so far to the knowledge of the
author (contrarily to the case of infinite-time horizon), we cannot expect to derive easily the
corresponding classical solution. However, we will overcome this difficulty by referring to
the notion of viscosity solutions, which corresponds to a weak local characterization of the
value function. In order to establish this characterization, we will have to use a dynamic
programming principle, also known as the Bellmann principle.
As a first main result, we will establish a tight connection between our expected utility
maximization problem and an HJB equation, provided that the value function is sufficiently
smooth. More precisely, we will show that our (smooth) value function, satisfying an initial
condition with singularity, has to be a classical solution of the associated HJB equation. In the
next step we will derive a verification theorem, which states that (under certain conditions)
if this HJB equation has a classical solution, this is the unique solution and it is equal to the
value function. A relation between the optimal strategy, the value function, and the solution
of an SDE will be established, which might be useful for numerical computations. Ideas of
the proofs are classical, however there are some issues that make it impossible for us to follow
straightforwardly the classical ideas. The finite fuel constraint imposed in our strategies, the
singularity in our initial condition, as well as the exponential growth of our expected utilities
require further techniques to complete the proofs.
Our second main result deals with the value function in the more general case, where no
smoothness assumptions are required. We will see that the value function is not only a viscosity
solution of the HJB equation, but also the unique one, by using a comparison principle. This
comparison principle will be proved without the use of the Crandall-Ishii lemma, only by
applying Taylor expansion on some test functions. It is worth mentioning that the continuity
of the value function established in Lazgham (2015) will enable us to overcome some difficulties
we will face.
After setting up our framework in Section 2.1 and recalling the main results from the above
paper, we derive the HJB equation satisfied by the value function (Section 2.2) when the value
function is smooth enough. In Section 2.3 we state a verification theorem, allowing us to
infer that the value function is the unique classical solution of the HJB equation in this case
(under some conditions). Dropping the smoothness assumption, we turn to viscosity solutions
in Section 2.4 and Section 2.5. Theorem 2.14 establishes that the value function is a viscosity
solution of the HJB equation, and Theorem 2.21 establishes a strong comparison principle
without appealing to the well-known Crandall-Ishii’s lemma.
2. Statement of results
2.1. Modeling framework. Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space with a filtration (Ft)0≤t≤T
satisfying the usual conditions. Fix X0 ∈ Rd, and let us have a look at the expected utility
maximization problem
(2.1) V (T,X0, R0) = sup
ξ∈X˙ 1
2A2
(T,X0)
E
[
u
(
RξT
)]
,
where we optimize over the set of strategies
(2.2) X˙ 12A2(T,X0) :=
{
ξ ∈ X˙ 1(T,X0) |E
[
exp(−2A2R
ξ
T
)]
≤M
Rξ
∗
T
(2A2) + 1
}
.
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Here,
M
Rξ
∗
T
(A) := E
[
exp(−ARξ
∗
T
)]
is the moment generating function of the revenues of the optimal strategy, and
X˙ 1(T,X0)
=
{
ξ
∣∣ (Xξt := X0 − ∫ t
0
ξs ds
)
t∈[0,T ]
adapted, t→ Xξt (ω) ∈ Xdet(T,X0)P-a.s.
}
⋂ {
ξ
∣∣E[ ∫ T
0
(
Xξt
)⊤
σXξt + |b ·X
ξ
t − f(ξt)|+ |ξt| dt
]
<∞
}
,
with
Xdet(T,X0) =
{
X : [0, T ]→ Rd absolutely continuous, X0 ∈ R
d, and XT = 0
}
and
RξT = R0 +
∫ T
0
(
Xξt
)⊤
σ dBt +
∫ T
0
b ·Xξt dt−
∫ T
0
f(−ξ˙t) dt.
We recall that R0 ∈ R is a real constant, B denotes a standard m-dimensional Brownian with
initial value 0, drift b ∈ Rd and volatility matrix σ = (σij) ∈ Rd×m, where we assume that the
drift vector b is orthogonal to the kernel of the covariance matrix Σ = σσ⊤. Moreover, the
nonnegative, strictly convex function f has superlinear growth and verifies the two conditions
lim|x|−→∞
f(x)
|x| = ∞ and f(0) = 0, and we suppose that there exist positive constants Ai, i =
1, 2, such that
(2.3) 0 < A1 ≤ −
u′′(x)
u′(x)
≤ A2 for all x ∈ R,
which gives for u the estimates
(2.4) u1(x) :=
1
A1
− exp(−A1x) ≥ u(x) ≥ − exp(−A2x) =: u2(x),
and for V the estimates
(2.5) V1(T,X0, R0) = E
[
u1
(
R
ξ∗
1
T
)]
≥ V (T,X0, R0) ≥ E
[
u2
(
R
ξ∗
2
T
)]
= V2(T,X0, R0),
with Vi, i = 1, 2, the corresponding exponential value functions (also called CARA value
functions) and ξ∗i , i = 1, 2, the corresponding optimal strategies. We will need the following
results (taken from Lazgham (2015)).
The following lemma gives an upper bound for the value function with exponential utility
function for a process (X,R) at a given stopping time.
Lemma 2.1. Let V (T,X0, R0) = infξ∈X˙det(T,X0) E
[
exp(−ARξT )
]
and τ be a stopping time with
values in [0, T [. We then have
(2.6) V (T − τ,Xζτ ,R
ζ
τ ) ≤ E
[
exp(−ARζT )|Fτ
]
P-a.s.
for every ζ ∈ X˙ 1(T,X0).
The following proposition shows the initial condition fulfilled by V.
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Proposition 2.2. The value function of the maximization problem (2.1) satisfies
V (0, X,R) = lim
T↓0
V (T,X,R) =
{
u(R), if X = 0,
−∞, otherwise.
(2.7)
Moreover, we will refer to the existence and uniqueness of the optimization problem.
Theorem 2.3. Let (T,X0, R0) ∈ ]0,∞[×Rd × R, then there exists a unique optimal strategy
ξ∗ ∈ X˙ 1(T,X0) for the maximization problem (2.1), which satisfies
(2.8) V (T,X0, R0) = sup
ξ∈X˙ 1(T,X0)
E[u(RξT )] = E
[
u
(
Rξ
∗
T
)]
.
The concavity property of the value function (which follows from the concavity of −f and
u) and the preceding result, directly imply:
Theorem 2.4. The value function is continuously partially differentiable in R, and we have
the formula
Vr(T,X,R) = E
[
u′
(
Rξ
∗
T
)]
,
where ξ∗ is the optimal strategy associated to V (T,X,R).
Theorem 2.3 also implies the subsequent result.
Theorem 2.5. The value function V is continuous on ]0,∞[×Rd × R.
To derive most of the results in this work, we will refer to the dynamic programming prin-
ciple, stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.6. (Bellman Principle) Let (T,X0, R0) ∈ ]0,∞[×Rd × R, then we have
(2.9) V (T,X0, R0) = sup
ξ∈X˙ 1
2A2
(T,X0)
E
[
V
(
T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ
)]
,
for every stopping time τ taking values in [0, T [.
2.2. The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. In the sequel, we bring to light a strong
relationship between V and a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation, which is obtained via
a classical heuristic derivation. We first suppose that V ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T ]× Rd × R). To simplify
matters, let us introduce the following linear second-order operator Lη, where for η ∈ Rd,
(2.10) Lηv(T,X,R) :=
(
X⊤ΣX
2
vrr + b ·Xvr −
(
η⊤∇xv + f(−η)vr
))
(T,X,R).
Note that this operator is continuous in η, due to the continuity of f . Classical heuristic
derivations as well as Proposition 2.2 suggest that V should satisfy
−Vt + sup
ξ∈Rd
LξV = 0,(2.11)
V (0, X,R) = lim
T↓0
V (T,X,R) =
{
u(R), if X = 0
−∞, otherwise.
(2.12)
The intuition behind the singularity in the initial condition is that a strategy that does not
lead to a complete liquidation of the portfolio within a given time period is highly penalized.
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Remark 2.7. (i) Since f is positive and lim|x|→∞ f(x) = ∞, equation (2.11) makes sense
only when Vr(t, x, r) > 0 for every (t, x, r) ∈ ]0, T ] × Rd × R. This is however in con-
cordance with Theorem 2.4, which implies that the value function has a strictly positive
partial derivative in its third argument.
(ii) Let us denote by
f ∗(z) := sup
x
(x · z − f(x))
the Fenchel-Legendre transformation of f , which is a finite convex function, due to the
assumptions on f (see Theorem 12.2 in Rockafellar (1997)). With this at hand, equation
(2.11) can be written equivalently as
(2.13) − Vt + b ·Xt Vr +
X⊤ΣX
2
Vrr + Vrf
∗
(∇xV
Vr
)
= 0.
♦
We now suppose that V ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T ] × Rd × R). The next theorem shows that it is a
classical solution of (2.11).
Theorem 2.8. Let V ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T ] × Rd × R) be the value function of the maximization
problem (2.1). Then V is a classical solution of (2.11) with initial condition (2.12).
2.3. Verification theorem. In the next step we give sufficient conditions under which a
smooth function w satisfying (2.11) with initial condition (2.12) coincides with our value
function V . This so-called verification argument relies essentially on Itoˆ’s lemma (see, for
example, Touzi (2013) or Pham (2009) for further details). Due to the existence and uniqueness
of the optimal control for the value function V , we will only need the existence of a strong
solution to an associated SDE in order to ensure that w = V . As suitable growth condition,
we will assume as before that w lies between two CARA value functions.
Theorem 2.9. Let T > 0 and w ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T [×Rd ×R) ∩ C(]0, T ]×Rd ×R) be such that the
following inequalities hold
(2.14) V2(t, x, r) ≤ w(t, x, r) ≤ V1(t, x, r)
where Vi, i = 1, 2, is as in (2.5). We then have the following two statements, depending on
what additional assumptions we require.
(i) Suppose that
(2.15) 0 ≥ −wt(T − t, x, r) + sup
ξ∈Rd
Lξw(T − t, x, r)
for all (t, x, r) ∈ [0, T [×Rd × R and
(2.16) lim
t↓0
w(t, x, r) =
{
w(0, 0, r) ≥ u(r), if X = 0
−∞, otherwise
on ]0, T ]× Rd × R. Then w ≥ V on ]0, T ]× Rd × R.
(ii) Suppose that
(2.17) 0 = −wt(T − t, x, r) + sup
ξ∈Rd
Lξw(T − t, x, r)
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for all (t, x, r) ∈ [0, T [×Rd × R and
(2.18) lim
T↓0
w(t, x, r) =
{
u(r), if X = 0
−∞, otherwise.
Moreover, assume
(2.19) wr(T − t, x, r) > 0 for all t, x, r on [0, T [×R
d × R.
(a) Then, the continuous function ξ̂ :]0, T ]× Rd × R 7−→ Rd defined by
(2.20) ξ̂(t, x, r) := ∇f ∗
(∇xw(t, x, r)
wr(t, x, r)
)
satisfies
−wt(T − t, x, r) + sup
ξ∈Rd
Lξw(T − t, x, r)
= −wt(T − t, x, r) + L
ξ̂(T−t,x,r)w(T − t, x, r)(2.21)
= 0
for every (t, x, r) on ]0, T ]× Rd × R.
(b) If we furthermore assume that there exists a strong solution (X̂, R̂) to the SDE
(2.22)

dRt = (Xt)⊤σdBt + b ·Xt dt− f(−ξ̂(t, Xt,Rt)) dt,
dXt = −ξ̂(t, Xt,Rt) dt,
R|t=0 = R0 and X|t=0 = X0,
such that ξ̂(·, X̂, R̂) ∈ X˙ 12A2(T,X0), then we have w = V on ]0, T ] × R
d × R. The
solution of the preceding SDE is unique and given by (Xξ
∗
t ,R
ξ∗
t ), where ξ
∗ denotes
the optimal liquidation strategy for the value function V (T,X0, R0). Moreover, the
optimal control is given in feedback form by
ξ∗t = ξ̂(T − t, X̂t, R̂t), (P⊗ λ)-a.s.
Remark 2.10. (i) In the special case where the utility function u is a convex combination
of exponential utility functions, i.e, u(x) = λu1(x) + (1 − λ)u2(x) with λ ∈ ]0, 1[ and
ui, i = 1, 2, exponential utility functions, it can be easily proved (using Lemma 3.2) that
there exists w satisfying (2.15) as well as the boundary condition
lim
t↓0
w(t, x, r) =
{
w(0, 0, r) = λu1(r) + (1− λ)u2(r), if X = 0
−∞, otherwise
on ]0, T ]×Rd×R. However, the first inequality in Lemma 3.2 is strict in general, making
(2.15) strict in general, too.
(ii) Proving the existence (and uniqueness) of a strong solution of (2.22) can be very chal-
lenging, since
∇f ∗
(∇xw(t, x, r)
wr(t, x, r)
)
is at most supposed to be continuous and does not satisfy any global Lipschitz-continuity,
due to the quotient term and the fact that ∇f ∗ can be superlinear.
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(iii) With formula (2.20) we have a way to numerically compute the optimal liquidation strat-
egy. However, this would require to first compute the gradient of the value function,
which is not an easy task, in general. Moreover, as mentioned above, the coefficients in
the SDE do not satisfy any (global) Lipschitz condition, and thus (up to our knowledge)
no known converging method can be applied to solve the SDE (2.22).
♦
2.4. Viscosity solutions of the HJB-equation. So far, we have established connections
between our maximization problem (2.1) and classical solutions of the HJB equation (2.11).
Unfortunately, this method works out only if our value function V is smooth enough, which,
however, may not be satisfied even in the deterministic case (see, e.g., Yong and Zhou (1999),
Chapter 4, Example 2.3). To overcome this difficulty, we will use in the following the notion
of viscosity solutions. Since our value function is continuous, we will restrict our framework to
the class of continuous viscosity solutions. Note that a more general definition (in the class of
locally bounded functions) can be found, for instance, in Fleming and Soner (2006). With this
definition, however, a strong comparison principle would imply that V is again continuous.
2.4.1. The value function as viscosity solution of the HJB equation. Let us start with introduc-
ing an abstract definition of viscosity solutions (see, e.g., Touzi (2013) or Fleming and Soner
(2006)). Consider a nonlinear second-order degenerate partial differential equation
(2.23) F (T − t, x, r, v(T − t, x, r), vt(t, x, r),∇xv(t, x, r), vr(t, x, r), vrr(t, x, r)) = 0,
where F is a continuous function on ]0, T ]× Rd × R × R × R × Rd × R × R taking values in
R, with a fixed T > 0 and (t, x, r) ∈ ]0, T ]× Rd × R. We have to impose the following crucial
assumption on F .
Assumption 2.11 (Ellipticity). For all (t, x, r, q, p, s,m) ∈ ]0, T ]×Rd ×R×R×R×Rd ×R
and a, b ∈ R, we assume
(2.24) F (T − t, x, r, q, p, s,m, a) ≤ F (T − t, x, r, q, p, s,m, b) if a ≥ b.
Definition 2.12. Let v : ]0, T ]× Rd × R −→ R be a continuous function.
(1) We say that v is a viscosity subsolution of (2.23) if for every ϕ ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T ]×Rd×R) and
every (t∗, x∗, r∗) ∈ [0, T [×Rd×R, when v−ϕ attains a local maximum at (T−t∗, x∗, r∗) ∈
]0, T ]× Rd × R, we have
(2.25) F (., v, ϕt,∇xϕ, ϕr, ϕrr)(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗) ≤ 0.
(2) We say that v is a viscosity supersolution of (2.23) if for every ϕ ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T ]×Rd×R)
and every (t∗, x∗, r∗) ∈ [0, T [×Rd × R, when v − ϕ attains a local minimum at (T −
t∗, x∗, r∗) ∈ ]0, T ]× Rd × R, we have
(2.26) F (., v, ϕt,∇xϕ, ϕr, ϕrr)(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗) ≥ 0.
(3) We say that v is a viscosity solution of the equation (2.23) if v is a viscosity subsolution
and supersolution.
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Remark 2.13. It may be interesting to note that the above definition is unchanged if the
maximizer (or minimizer) (T − t∗, x∗, r∗) is global and/or strict (see Barles (2013) for more
details). Moreover, we can suppose w.l.o.g. that v(T − t∗, x∗, r∗) = ϕ(T − t∗, x∗, r∗), because
otherwise we can use the function ψ defined as ψ(T−t, x, r) := ϕ(T−t, x, r)+v(T−t∗, x∗, r∗)−
ϕ(T − t∗, x∗, r∗). The function ϕ is called a test function for v. ♦
The following result justifies the introduction of this notion.
Theorem 2.14. The value function V is a viscosity solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
equation (2.11) with initial condition (2.12).
2.4.2. Comparison principles and uniqueness results. In order to prove that our value function
is the unique viscosity solution of (2.11) with initial condition (2.12), it will be convenient to
add a linear term in (2.11). We begin first by defining classical solutions to the transformed
equation
(2.27)
(
− Vt + βV + sup
ξ∈Rd
LξV
)
(T − t, x, r) = 0,
where β < 0 and (T − t, x, r) ∈ ]0, T ]× Rd × R.
Definition 2.15. A function U (resp., V ) ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T ] × Rd × R) is called a subsolution
(resp., supersolution) of (2.27) if U (resp., V ) fulfills the following inequality:
0 ≤
(
− Ut + βU + sup
ξ∈Rd
LξU
)
(T − t, x, r)(
resp., 0 ≥
(
− Vt + βV + sup
ξ∈Rd
LξV
)
(T − t, x, r)
)
for all (t, x, r) ∈ [0, T [×Rd × R.
The next lemma shows that one may consider w.l.o.g. the HJB equation in this useful form.
Lemma 2.16. Assume that U (resp., V ) ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T ] × Rd × R) is a subsolution (resp.,
supersolution) of (2.11). Then, U(T − t, x, r) := exp(β(T − t))U(T − t, x, r) (resp., V (T −
t, x, r) := exp(β(T − t)V (T − t, x, r)) is a subsolution (resp., supersolution) of (2.27).
Proof. Through straightforward calculations. 
Remark 2.17. In the classical case, the common argument, which consists in penalizing the
supersolution and then working toward a contradiction (see, e.g., Pham (2009) for the polyno-
mial case) does not seem to work out here. If we followed the idea of the previously mentioned
work, we would be looking for a function ϕ such that for every ε > 0, U subsolution, and V
supersolution it should hold
(2.28) lim
|x|,|r|→∞
sup
[0,T [
(U − Vε)(T − t, x, r) ≤ 0 for all ε > 0,
where Vε = εϕ+V is a supersolution. However, (Vε)r has to be strictly positive in order for Vε
to be a supersolution, and this seems to be difficult (even impossible) to obtain when (2.28) is
satisfied (recall also the growth condition imposed on U and V and the singularity in the initial
condition). ♦
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2.4.3. Strong comparison principle for viscosity solutions. Since our value function is continu-
ous, we can restrict the associated comparison principle to continuous functions (i.e., we do not
deal here with definitions of lower or upper semi-continuous functions). Note that there are
several comparison principles for unbounded viscosity solutions; for instance, the comparison
principle for nonlinear degenerate parabolic equations of Koike and Ley (2011). Neverthe-
less, this methodology cannot be applied here, since the requirements (13), (14) and (15) in
Koike and Ley (2011) are not satisfied in our case.
In order to prove the strong comparison principle in our framework, we first need to introduce
an equivalent definition of viscosity solution, with the help of subjets and superjets (see, e.g.,
Pham (2009)).
Definition 2.18. Let U be a continuous function on ]0, T ] × Rd × R. The second-order
superjet of U at a point (t∗, x∗, r∗) ∈ [0, T [×Rd×R is the set J 2,+U(T − t∗, x∗, r∗) of elements
(q¯, p¯, s¯, m¯) ∈ R× Rd × R× R satisfying
U(T − t, x, r) ≤ U(T − t∗, x∗, r∗) + q¯(t− t∗) + p¯ · (x− x∗) + s¯(r − r∗)
+
1
2
m¯(r − r∗)2 + o(|t− t∗|+ |x− x∗|+ |r − r∗|2). (2.29)
Analogously, we can define the second-order subjet of a continuous function V, defined on
]0, T ]×Rd×R, at a point (t∗, x∗, r∗) ∈ [0, T [×Rd×R : this is the set of elements (q¯, p¯, s¯, m¯) ∈
R× Rd × R× R satisfying
V (T − t, x, r) ≥ V (T − t∗, x∗, r∗) + q¯(t− t∗) + p¯ · (x− x∗) + s¯(r − r∗)
+
1
2
m¯(r − r∗)2 + o(|t− t∗|+ |x− x∗|+ |r − r∗|2). (2.30)
We denote this set by J 2,−V (T − t∗, x∗, r∗).
Remark 2.19. Let (t∗, x∗, r∗) ∈ [0, T [×Rd × R be a local minimizer of (V − ϕ)(T − t, x, r),
where ϕ ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T ]× Rd × R). Then, a second-order Taylor expansion of ϕ yields
V (T − t, x, r) ≥ V (T − t∗, x∗, r∗)− ϕ(T − t∗, x∗, r∗) + ϕ(T − t, x, r)
= V (T − t∗, x∗, r∗)− ϕt(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗)(t− t∗) +∇xϕ(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗)(x− x∗)
+ϕr(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗)(r − r∗) +
1
2
ϕrr(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗)(r − r∗)2
+o(|t− t∗|+ |x− x∗|+ |r − r∗|2), (2.31)
which implies that
(2.32) (−ϕt,∇xϕx, ϕr, ϕrr)(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗) ∈ J 2,−V (T − t∗, x∗, r∗).
Similarly, for U we consider (t∗, x∗, r∗) ∈ [0, T [×Rd×R to be a local maximizer of (U−ϕ)(T −
t, x, r). Then,
U(T − t, x, r) ≤ U(T − t∗, x∗, r∗) + ϕ(T − t, x, r)− ϕ(T − t∗, x∗, r∗)
= U(T − t∗, x∗, r∗)− ϕt(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗)(t− t∗) +∇xϕ(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗)(x− x∗)
+ϕr(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗)(r − r∗) +
1
2
ϕrr(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗)(r − r∗)2
+o(|t− t∗|+ |x− x∗|+ |r − r∗|2), (2.33)
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implying
(2.34) (−ϕt,∇xϕx, ϕr, ϕrr)(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗) ∈ J 2,+U(T − t∗, x∗, r∗).
Actually, the converse property also holds: for any (q, p, s,m) ∈ J 2,+U(T − t∗, x∗, r∗), there
exists ϕ ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T ]× Rd × R) such that
(−ϕt,∇xϕx, ϕr, ϕrr)(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗) = (q, p, s,m).
See Lemma 4.1 in Fleming and Soner (2006) for a construction of such a ϕ. ♦
The next lemma provides an alternative characterization of a viscosity solution of the equa-
tion (2.27).
Lemma 2.20. Let v be a continuous function on ]0, T ]× Rd × R.
(i) Then, v is a viscosity subsolution of (2.27) on ]0, T ] × Rd × R if and only if for all
(t, x, r) ∈ [0, T [×Rd × R and all (q, p, s,m) ∈ J 2,+v(T − t, x, r) we have
(2.35) 0 ≤ q + βv(T − t, x, r) +
x⊤Σx
2
m+ b · x s+ sup
ξ∈Rd
(
ξ⊤p− sf(ξ)
)
.
(ii) Respectively, v is a viscosity supersolution of (2.27) on ]0, T ]×Rd×R if and only if for
all (t, x, r) ∈ [0, T [×Rd × R and all (q, p, s,m) ∈ J 2,−v(T − t, x, r) we have
(2.36) 0 ≥ q + βv(T − t, x, r) +
x⊤Σx
2
m+ b · x s+ sup
ξ∈Rd
(
ξ⊤p− sf(ξ)
)
.
With this at hand, the following strong comparison principle can be established. The first
part of its proof, which is given in the next section, will be similar to what can be found in Pham
(2009), requiring a few adaptations because of growth and boundary conditions. Moreover,
since we use the local definition of viscosity solution, and since the considered functions are
continuous, we do not need to penalize the supersolution. In particular, we do not need to use
the Crandall-Ishii lemma in the last part of our proof: indeed, in our HJB equation, the second
derivative term is only one-dimensional and we thus only have to apply the Taylor formula to
find adequate elements of the sub- and superjet of U and V, respectively, to work toward a
contradiction.
Theorem 2.21. Let U (resp., V) be a continuous viscosity subsolution (resp., continuous
viscosity supersolution) of (2.27), defined on ]0, T ]× Rd × R, satisfying the growth conditions
(2.37) V2(t, x, r) ≤ v(t, x, r) ≤ V1(t, x, r) for all (t, x, r) ∈ ]0, T ]× R
d × R
(where v can be chosen to be U or V ). Moreover, suppose that U and V satisfy the boundary
condition
lim sup
t→0
(
U(t, x, r)− V (t, x, r)
)
≤ 0, for fixed x, r ∈ Rd × R.(2.38)
Then U ≤ V on ]0, T ]× Rd × R.
The following uniqueness result directly follows from the above theorem.
Corollary 2.22. The value function defined in (2.1) is the unique viscosity solution of (2.11)
with initial condition (2.12).
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Remark 2.23. In the one-dimensional framework, adding a term of the form εVxx in equation
(2.27), with ε > 0, does not change the conclusion of the preceding theorem: indeed, we can
apply step by step the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.21 to obtain the analogous
conclusion for the strong comparison result. This allows us to approximate our degenerate
parabolic equation through non-degenerate parabolic ones, which also fulfill a strong comparison
result. The corresponding setting in our optimal control problem consists in adding an ε-noise
to the controlled process X, by setting:
dXt = −ξt + εdWt,
where (Wt) is a Brownian motion independent of (Bt). With this at hand, we can derive the
corresponding non-degenerate HJB equation
−Vt +
X2σ2
2
Vrr + εVxx + b ·X Vr + sup
ξ∈Rd
(ξ · ∇xV − f(ξ)Vr).
In the d-dimensional framework, things can become more complicated, and we have to use
among others Crandall-Ishii’s lemma to find the corresponding sub- and superjet associated with
the second-order terms in order to prove a comparison result for the non-degenerate parabolic
equation. ♦
3. Proofs
3.1. Proof of Theorem 2.8. We split the proof into two propositions.
Proposition 3.1. Let V ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T ] × Rd × R) be the value function of the maximization
problem (2.1). Then V is a supersolution of (2.11), i.e., V fulfills the inequality
(3.1)
(
− Vt + sup
ξ∈Rd
LξV
)
(t, x, r) ≤ 0 for all (t, x, r) ∈ ]0, T ]× Rd × R.
Before proving the preceding proposition, we will briefly describe an easy of constructing
supersolutions of (2.11).
Lemma 3.2. Let V, V˜ be two supersolutions of (2.11) and ε ≥ 0. Then V + εV˜ is a again a
supersolution of (2.11).
Proof. We write
−(V + εV˜ )t +
X⊤ΣX
2
(V + εV˜ )rr + b ·X (V + εV˜ )r
+ sup
ξ∈Rd
(
ξ · ∇x(V + εV˜ )− f(ξ)(Vt + εV˜ )r
)
≤ −Vt +
X⊤ΣX
2
Vrr + b ·X Vr + sup
ξ∈Rd
(ξ · ∇xV − f(ξ)Vr)
+ ε
(
V˜t +
X⊤ΣX
2
V˜rr + b ·X V˜r + sup
ξ∈Rd
(
ξ · ∇xV˜ − f(ξ)V˜r
))
≤ 0,
where the first inequality follows by taking the supremum of a sum. 
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Proof of Proposition 3.1. In the following proof, we use classical argumentations (see, e.g.,
Crandall et al. (1992)). However, due to our fuel constraint condition on strategies ξ as well
as our blow up initial condition for V , some adaptation are to be made. To this end, let
(t, x, r) ∈ [0, T [×Rd×Rd, η ∈ Rd, and ε > 0 be such that t+ε < T . We define ξ ∈ X˙ 1A2([t, T ], x)
as
ξs :=
{
η, if s ∈ [t, t + ε[,
− x−εη
T−(t+ε) , if s ∈ [t + ε, T ],
and consider the corresponding processes (Xξs ,R
ξ
s) that verify X
ξ
t = x,R
ξ
t = r. For all k ∈ N
large enough, we introduce the stopping times
τk := inf
{
s > t | (s− t, Xξs − x,R
ξ
s − r) /∈ [0, 1/k[×B(0, α)×]− α;α[
}
,
where B(0, α) denotes the ball in Rd of radius α > 0 centered at the origin. Applying Theorem
2.6 yields
0 ≥ E
[
V (T − τk, X
ξ
τk
,Rξτk)− V (T − t, x, r)
]
= E
[
−
∫ τk
t
Vt(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) ds+
∫ τk
t
Vr(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) dR
ξ
s
+
∫ τk
t
∇xV (T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) dX
ξ
s +
1
2
∫ τk
t
Vrr(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) d〈R
ξ〉s
]
= E
[ ∫ τk
t
(
− Vt(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) + L
ξV (T − s,Xξs ,R
ξ
s)
)
ds
]
+E
[ ∫ τk
t
(Xξs )
⊤σVr(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) dBs
]
,
in conjunction with Itoˆ’s formula. Due to the definition of τk, the last expectation vanishes
(Doob’s optional sampling theorem), whence we infer
(3.2) E
[ ∫ τk
t
(
− Vt(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) + L
ξV (T − s,Xξs ,R
ξ
s)
)
ds
]
≤ 0.
Because of the a.s. continuity in s of the integrands, we have τk = t+ 1/k, for k large enough.
Thus, using the mean value theorem, we get that
(3.3) k
∫ τk
t
(
− Vt(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) + L
ξV (T − s,Xξs ,R
ξ
s)
)
ds
converges a.s. to
(3.4) − Vt(T − t, x, r) + L
ηV (T − t, x, r),
when k goes to infinity. In addition, (3.3) is a.s. uniformly bounded in k. Indeed, due to the
definition of τk, the processes X
ξ
t and R
ξ
t are bounded, and so are the terms Vt, Vr and L
ξV in
the related integral, since they are continuous in both preceding quantities (and since we can
find δ > 0 such that for k small enough we have τk < T − δ) . Thus, we can use the dominated
convergence theorem to obtain
E
[
k
∫ τk
t
(
− Vt(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) + L
ξV (T − s,Xξs ,R
ξ
s)
)
ds
]
−→
k→∞
−Vt(T − t, x, r) + L
ηV (T − t, x, r).
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Combining this with inequality (3.2), we finally get
(3.5) − Vt(T − t, x, r) + L
ηV (T − t, x, r) ≤ 0.
Since we chose η arbitrarily, we can now take the supremum on the left-hand side of the last
inequality, due to the continuity of η −→ LηV , which concludes the proof. 
Proposition 3.3. Let V ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T ] × Rd × R) be the value function of the maximization
problem (2.1). Then V is a subsolution of (2.11), i.e., V fulfills the inequality
(3.6)
(
− Vt + sup
ξ∈Rd
LξV
)
(t, x, r) ≥ 0 for all (t, x, r) ∈ ]0, T ]× Rd × R.
Proof. We follow the ideas of Touzi (2013), Proposition 3.5.
We assume that there exists (t0, x0, r0) such that
−Vt(T − t0, x0, r0) + sup
η∈Rd
LηV (T − t0, x0, r0) < 0,
and work torward a contradiction using an ε-maximizer. We define
ϕ(T − t, x, r) = V (T − t, x, r) +
δ
2
|(x, r)− (x0, r0)|
2.
Since we have
(V − ϕ)(T − t0, x0, r0) = 0, ∇x(V − ϕ)(T − t0, x0, r0) = 0,
(V − ϕ)r(T − t0, x0, r0) = 0, (V − ϕ)t(T − t0, x0, r0) = 0,
(V − ϕ)rr(T − t0, x0, r0) = −δ,
and since the map
(x, r) −→ − inf
ξ∈Rd
(x · ξ − f(−ξ)r) =
1
r
f ∗
(x
r
)
is continuous on Rd×]0,∞[, it follows that
h(t0, x0, r0) := −ϕt(T − t0, x0, r0) + sup
ξ∈Rd
Lξϕ(T − t0, x0, r0) < 0
for δ small enough.
For η > 0 small, we define the following neighborhood
Nη =
{
(t, x, r)|(t− t0, x− x0, r − r0) ∈ ]− η, η[×B(0, η)× ]− η, η[ and h(t, x, r) < 0
}
of (T − t0, x0, r0). Furthermore, we set
(3.7) ε = min
(T−t,x,r)∈∂Nη
(ϕ− V ) =
δ
2
min
∂Nη
|(T − t, x, r)− (T − t0, x0, r0)|
2 > 0
and introduce the following stopping time
τ := inf{s > t0 | (s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) /∈ Nη},
with ξ ∈ X˙ 12A2([t0, T ], X0). Due to the pathwise continuity of the corresponding state process,
we have (T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ ) ∈ ∂Nη, so that
(ϕ− V )(T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ ) ≥ ε, P-a.s.,
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by using (3.7). Hence, applying Itoˆ’s formula we get
E
[
V
(
T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ
)
− V (T − t0, x0, r0)
]
= E
[
V
(
T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ
)
− ϕ
(
T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ
)
+ ϕ
(
T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ
)
− ϕ(T − t0, x0, r0)
]
≤ −ε+ E
[
ϕ
(
T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ
)
− ϕ(T − t0, x0, r0)
]
= −ε+ E
[ ∫ τ
t0
(
− ϕt(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) + L
ξϕ(T − s,Xξs ,R
ξ
s)
)
ds
]
+ E
[ ∫ τ
t0
(Xξs )
⊤σϕr(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) dBs
]
.
The last expectation vanishes, due to the boundedness of the integrands on the stochastic
interval [t0, τ ]. Since moreover
(
−ϕt+Lξϕ
)
(s,Xξs ,R
ξ
s) ≤ 0 on [t0, τ ], we have using the above
inequalities:
V (T − t0, x0, r0) ≥ ε+ E
[
V
(
T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ
)
−
∫ τ
t0
(
− ϕt(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s)
+Lξϕ
(
T − s,Xξs ,R
ξ
s
))
ds
]
≥ ε+ E
[
V
(
T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ
)]
.
By taking now the supremum over ξ on the right-hand side and using Theorem 2.6, we infer
(since ε does not depend on ξ)
V (T − t0, x0, r0) ≥ ε+ sup
ξ∈X˙ 1
2A2
([t0,T ],X0)
E
[
V
(
T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ
)]
= ε+ V (T − t0, x0, r0),
which is a contradiction with ε > 0. Therefore, the assertion follows. 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 2.9.
Proof. To prove (i), let ξ ∈ X˙ 12A2(T,X0), t ∈ ]0, T [, and τk be defined as follows
τk := inf
{
s > 0, |wr
(
T − s,Xξs ,R
ξ
s
)
| > k
}
∧ t.
Note that τk −→ t, a.s., when k −→∞. Itoˆ’s formula then yields
w(T − τk, X
ξ
τk
,Rξτk)− w(T,X0, R0)
=
∫ τk
0
(
− wt(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) + L
ξw(T − s,Xξs ,R
ξ
s)
)
ds
+
∫ τk
0
(Xξs )
⊤σwr(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) dBs,
where the last term is a true martingale (due to definition of τk and integrability property of
Xξ). Hence, by taking expectations on both sides we obtain
E
[
w(T − τk, X
ξ
τk
,Rξτk)
]
− w(T,X0, R0)
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= E
[ ∫ τk
0
(
− wt(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) + L
ξw(T − s,Xξs ,R
ξ
s)
)
ds
]
.
Equation (2.15) then implies
(3.8) E
[
w(T − τk, X
ξ
τk
,Rξτk)
]
≤ w(T,X0, R0).
In order to send k to infinity on the left-hand side, we need to establish the uniform integrability
of the sequence (w(T − τk, Xξτk ,R
ξ
τk
)). Since w is bounded from above, it is sufficient to prove
the boundedness of the sequence (w−(T − τk, Xξτk ,R
ξ
τk
)) in L2(Ω,F ,P). To this end, we write(
w−(T − τk, X
ξ
τk
,Rξτk)
)2
≤
(
V2(T − τk, X
ξ
τk
,Rξτk)
)2
≤ E
[
exp(−A2R
ξ
T )|Fτk
]2
≤ E
[
exp(−2A2R
ξ
T )|Fτk
]
,
where the first inequality follows with (2.14), the second one with Lemma 2.1, and the last
one with Jensen’s inequality. Since moreover ξ ∈ X˙ 12A2(T,X0), we thus have
E
[
E
[
exp(−2ARξT )|Fτk
]]
= E
[
exp(−2ARξT )] ≤MRξ∗T
(2A2) + 1,
and hence ((w−(T−τk, X
ξ
τk
,Rξτk)) is bounded in L
2(Ω,F ,P). The sequence (w(T−τk, X
ξ
τk
,Rξτk))
is therefore uniformly integrable, and by using Vitali’s convergence theorem we obtain
(3.9) lim
k→∞
E
[
w(T − τk, X
ξ
τk
,Rξτk)
]
= E
[
w(T − t, Xξt ,R
ξ
t )
]
≤ w(T,X0, R0).
Now we want to send t from below to T . To this end, we consider the following sequence of
stopping times
σk := inf
{
t ≥ 0
∣∣(T − t)f( Xξt
T − t
)
≥ k
}
∧ T.
Note that σk −→ T, a.s., when k goes to infinity. We want to show that
(3.10) E
[
w(T − σk, X
ξ
σk
,Rξσk)1{σk<T}
]
−→
k→∞
0.
From (2.14) we have that E
[
w(T − σk, Xξσk ,R
ξ
σk
)1{σk<T}
]
lies between E
[
V1(T − σk, Xξσk ,R
ξ
σk
)1{σk<T}
]
and E
[
V2(T − σk, Xξσk ,R
ξ
σk
)1{σk<T}
]
. It is hence sufficient to show that
(3.11) E
[
Vi(T − σk, X
ξ
σk
,Rξσk)1{σk<T}
]
−→ 0.
Now, Lemma 2.1 implies
E
[
Vi(T − σk, X
ξ
σk
,Rξσk)1{σk<T}
]
≤ E[E
[
exp(−AiR
ξ
T )|Fσk
]
1{σk<T}
]
= E
[
exp(−AiR
ξ
T )1{σk<T}
]
.
By using the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we then get
E
[
exp(−AiR
ξ
T )1{σk<T}
]
−→ 0
k→∞
,
which proves (3.11). On the other hand, we have
E
[
w(T − σk, X
ξ
σk
,Rξσk)1{σk=T}
]
= E
[
w(0, 0,Rξσk)1{σk=T}
]
≥ E
[
u(Rξσk)1{σk=T}
]
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= E
[
u
(
RξT
)]
,
where we used (2.16) in the inequality. Hence, (3.9) implies
E
[
u(RξT )1{σk=T}
]
+ E
[
w(T − σk, X
ξ
σk
,Rξσk)1{σk<T}
]
≤ w(T,X0, R0),
and sending k to infinity yields
E
[
u(RξT )
]
≤ w(T,X0, R0).
In the last step, taking the supremum over ξ ∈ X˙ 12A2(T,X0) we infer
V (T,X0, R0) ≤ w(T,X0, R0),
which proves (i).
We now turn to proving (ii). Thanks to Remark 2.7, in conjunction with assumption (2.19),
we can rewrite (2.17) as follows
0 =
(
− wt +
x⊤Σx
2
wrr + b · xwr +
1
wr
f ∗
(∇xw
wr
))
(T − t, x, r).
Then, Theorem 26.5 in Rockafellar (1997) (note that f has superlinear growth, is strictly
convex, and continuously differentiable on Rd) implies that (∇f)−1 = ∇f ∗ is well-defined and
continuous. Hence, setting
ξ̂(t, x, r) := ∇f ∗
(∇xw(t, x, r)
wr(t, x, r)
)
we obtain that ξ̂ is also continuous in t, x, and r and fulfills (2.21), which proves part (a) in
(ii).
To prove part (b), suppose that there exists a strong solution (X,R) to the SDE
(3.12)

dRt = (Xt)
⊤σdBt + b ·Xt dt− f(−ξ̂(t, Xt,Rt)) dt,
dXt = −ξ̂(t, Xt,Rt) dt,
R|t=0 = R0 and X|t=0 = X0.
Setting τk as before, we infer with Itoˆ’s formula
w(T − τk, Xτk ,Rτk)− w(T,X0, R0)
=
∫ τk
0
(
− wt(T − s,Xs,Rs) + L
ξ̂w(T − s,Xs,Rs)
)
ds
+
∫ τk
0
(Xs)
⊤σwr(T − s,Xs,Rs) dBs,
where the last term is a true martingale (see the above argumentation). Thus, taking expec-
tations yields
E
[
w(T − τk, Xτk ,Rτk)
]
− w(T,X0, R0)
= E
[ ∫ τk
0
(
− wt(T − s,Xs,Rs) + L
ξ̂w(T − s,Xs,Rs)
)
ds
]
,
and by using (2.21), this gives us
(3.13) E
[
w(T − τk, Xτk ,Rτk)
]
= w(T,X0, R0).
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The same arguments as above permit us to send k to infinity, whence we obtain
(3.14) E
[
w(T − t, Xt,Rt)
]
= w(T,X0, R0).
Analogously, the same arguments as above also allow us to set t = T . Equation (2.18) implies
that we necessarily have XT = 0 in order to be able to establish
V (T,X0, R0) ≥ E
[
u
(
RT
)]
= E
[
w(0, 0,RT )
]
= w(T,X0, R0),
where the first equality follows from (2.18). Hence, we have shown that w ≤ V . Using
the reverse inequality established in (i), we finally get w = V . Therefore it follows that
(X,R) = (Xξ
∗
,Rξ
∗
), due to the uniqueness of the optimal strategy (Theorem 2.3). Moreover,
ξ∗t = ξ̂(T − t, X
ξ∗
t ,R
ξ∗
t ), (P⊗ λ)-a.s.,
which concludes the proof. 
3.3. Proof of Theorem 2.14. As for the classical case, the proof will be split into two
propositions.
Proposition 3.4. The value function V is a viscosity supersolution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman equation (2.11) with initial condition (2.12).
Proof. We have to show that for every ϕ ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T ] × Rd × R) and every (t∗, x∗, r∗) ∈
[0, T [×Rd × R, when V − ϕ attains a local minimum at (T − t∗, x∗, r∗) ∈ ]0, T ]× Rd × R, we
have
0 ≥ −ϕt(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗) +
x∗⊤Σx∗
2
ϕrr(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗) + b · x∗ϕr(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗)
+ sup
ξ∈Rd
(
ξ⊤∇xϕ(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗)− ϕr(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗)f(ξ)
)
=
(
− ϕt + sup
ξ∈Rd
Lξϕ
)
(T − t∗, x∗, r∗). (3.15)
The idea of the proof is almost the same as in Proposition 3.1, but as V is not necessarily
smooth, we cannot apply Itoˆ’s formula now. However, we can use a test function ϕ instead
and proceed as follows: let (t∗, x∗, r∗) ∈ ]0, T ] × Rd × R be such that V − ϕ attains a local
minimum at (T − t∗, x∗, r∗). Moreover, let η ∈ Rd and ε > 0 be such that t∗ + ε < T , and
define ξ ∈ X˙ 1A2([t
∗, T ], x) as
ξs :=
{
η, if s ∈ [t∗, t∗ + ε[,
− x−εη
T−(t∗+ε) , if s ∈ [t
∗ + ε, T ].
We consider the corresponding processes (Xξs ,R
ξ
s), which satisfy X
ξ
t∗ = x
∗,Rξt∗ = r
∗, and
choose α > 0 such that the minimum is global on the region ]T − t∗ − α, T − t∗ + α] ×
B(x∗, α)× [r∗ − α, r∗ + α]. Moreover, we introduce the following sequence of stopping times
τk := inf
{
s > t∗
∣∣ (s− t∗, Xξs ,Rξs) /∈ [0, 1k [ × B(x∗, α) × [r∗ − α, r∗ + α]
}
.
Theorem 2.6 implies for k large enough,
0 ≥ E[V (T − τk, X
ξ
τk
,Rξτk)− V (T − t
∗, x∗, r∗)]
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≥ E[ϕ(T − τk, X
ξ
τk
,Rξτk)− ϕ(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗)]
= E
[ ∫ τk
t∗
(
− ϕt(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) + L
ξϕ(T − s,Xξs ,R
ξ
s)
)
ds
]
+ E
[ ∫ τk
t∗
(Xξs )
⊤σϕr(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) dBs
]
,
in conjunction with Itoˆ’s lemma, where in the second inequality we used the minimal property
of V − ϕ at (T − t∗, x∗, r∗). The last expectation vanishes, due to the definition of τk and the
fact that the term inside the expectation is a true martingale. Hence,
(3.16) E
[ ∫ τk
t∗
(
− ϕt(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) + L
ξϕ(T − s,Xξs ,R
ξ
s)
)
ds
]
≤ 0.
Moreover, due to the a.s. continuity (in s) of the integrands, we have τk = t + 1/k for k large
enough, and we thus can use the same arguments as in Proposition 3.1 to get
E
[
k
∫ τk
t∗
(
− ϕt(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) + L
ξϕ(T − s,Xξs ,R
ξ
s)
)
ds
]
−→
k→∞
−ϕt(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗) + Lηϕ(T − t∗, x∗, r∗).
Combining this with (3.16) we infer
(3.17) − ϕt(T − t
∗, x, r) + Lηϕ(T − t∗, x∗, r∗) ≤ 0.
Since we chose η arbitrarily, we can now take the supremum over η ∈ Rd, due to the continuity
of η −→ Lηϕ, which yields the assertion. 
Proposition 3.5. The value function V is a viscosity subsolution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman equation (2.11) with initial condition (2.12).
Proof. We have to show that for every ϕ ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T ] × Rd × R) and every (t∗, x∗, r∗) ∈
[0, T [ × Rd ×R, when V − ϕ attains a local maximum at (T − t∗, x∗, r∗) ∈ ]0, T ]×Rd ×R, we
have
0 ≤ −ϕt(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗) +
x∗⊤Σx∗
2
ϕrr(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗) + b · x∗ϕr(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗)
+ sup
ξ∈Rd
(
ξ⊤∇xϕ(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗)− ϕr(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗)f(ξ)
)
=
(
− ϕt + sup
ξ∈Rd
Lξϕ
)
(T − t∗, x∗, r∗). (3.18)
As in the previous proposition, the present proof goes along the same lines as the proof of its
classical analogue (Proposition 3.3), but applying Itoˆ’s formula to the test function ϕ. Let
ϕ ∈ C1,2,2(]0, T ]× Rd × R) and (T − t∗, x∗, r∗) be such that
(3.19) V (T − t∗, x∗, r∗)− ϕ(T − t∗, x∗, r∗) < V (T − t, x, r)− ϕ(T − t, x, r),
for (T − t, x, r) in a neighborhood of (T − t∗, x∗, r∗), and suppose by way of contradiction to
(3.18) that
h(t, x, r) :=
(
− ϕt + sup
ξ∈Rd
Lξϕ
)
(T − t∗, x∗, r∗) < 0.
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Suppose further, without loss of generality, that the left-hand side of (3.19) is equal to zero,
as argued in Remark 2.13. Recall the neighborhood
Nη =
{
(t, x, r)|(t− t∗, x− x∗, r − r∗) ∈ ]− η, η[×B(0, η)× ]− η, η[ and h(t, x, r) < 0
}
of (T − t∗, x∗, r∗) from Proposition 3.3, and set
(3.20) 2ε = max
∂Nη
(V − ϕ),
where we note that ε > 0, due to (3.19). Because of the continuity of V − ϕ and the fact that
V (T − t∗, x∗, r∗)− ϕ(T − t∗, x∗, r∗) = 0, there must exist (T − t0, x0, r0) ∈ Nη such that
(ϕ− V )(T − t0, x0, r0) ≤ −ε.
Now, we take ξ ∈ X˙ 12A2([t0, T ], X0) and introduce the stopping time
τ := inf{s > t0 | (s,X
ξε
s ,R
ξ
s) /∈ Nη}.
Due to the continuity of the state process, we have (T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ ) ∈ ∂Nη, which implies that
(V − ϕ)(T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ ) ≤ 2ε,
thanks to (3.20). Hence, using Itoˆ’s Lemma we obtain
E
[
V
(
T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ
)]
− V (T − t0, x0, r0)
≤ 2ε+ E
[
ϕ
(
T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ
)
− ϕ(T − t0, x0, r0)
]
− ε
≤ ε+ E
[ ∫ τ
t0
(
− ϕt(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) + L
ξϕ(T − s,Xξs ,R
ξ
s)
)
ds
]
+E
[ ∫ τ
t0
(Xξs )
⊤σϕr(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s) dBs
]
,
where the last term vanishes, because the integrand is bounded on the stochastic interval [t0, τ ].
Moreover, since
(
− ϕt + Lξϕ
)
(s,Xξs ,R
ξ
s) ≤ 0 on [t0, τ ], we have
V (T − t0, x0, r0) ≥ −ε+ E
[
V
(
T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ
)
−
∫ τ
t0
(
− ϕt(T − s,X
ξ
s ,R
ξ
s)
+Lξϕ(T − s,Xξs ,R
ξ
s)
)
ds
]
≥ −ε+ E
[
V
(
T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ
)]
.
By taking the supremum over ξ we infer in conjunction with Theorem 2.6 (since ε does not
depend on ξ):
V (T − t0, x0, r0) ≥ −ε+ sup
ξ∈X˙ 1
2A2
(T,X0)
E
[
V
(
T − τ,Xξτ ,R
ξ
τ
)]
= −ε+ V (T − t0, x0, r0),
which is in contradiction to ε > 0. This concludes the proof. 
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3.4. proof of Theorem 2.21.
Proof of Lemma 2.20. We prove only (i). Suppose that v fulfills the inequality (2.35) for all
(t, x, r) ∈ [0, T [×Rd×R and all (q, p, s,m) ∈ J 2,+v(T − t, x, r). Take ϕ ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T ]×Rd×R)
and consider (t∗, x∗, r∗) ∈ [0, T [×Rd×R such that (V −ϕ)(T − t, x, r) has a local maximum at
(t∗, x∗, r∗). Due to (2.31) in Remark 2.19, ϕ fulfills (2.25), which implies that v is a viscosity
subsolution.
Suppose now that v is a viscosity subsolution and let (q, p, s,m) ∈ J 2,+v(T − t∗, x∗, r∗). As
mentioned in Remark 2.19 above, there exists ϕ ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T ]× Rd × R) such that
(−ϕt,∇xϕx, ϕr, ϕrr)(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗) = (q, p, s,m).
By using (2.30) together with (2.31), we obtain that (T − t∗, x∗, r∗) is a local maximizer of
v − ϕ. Thus ϕ fulfills (2.25), which proves that (q, p, s,m) fulfills (2.35). 
Proof of Theorem 2.21. Assume that (2.38) is true and suppose by way of contradiction that
there exists (t∗, x∗, r∗) ∈ [0, T [×Rd × R such that (U − V )(T − t∗, x∗, r∗) > 0. Since U − V
is continuous on ]0, T ] × Rd × R, we can suppose w.l.o.g that the supremum of U − V on a
compact subset is attained at some (T − t∗, x∗, r∗), i.e.,
(3.21) m¯ = sup
K⊂[0,T [×Rd×R
(U − V )(T − t, x, r) = (U − V )(T − t∗, x∗, r∗) > 0,
where K is compact with non-empty interior. In the following, we will use the doubling of
variables technique, developed first by Kruzˇkov (1970). For any ε > 0, consider the functions
Φε(t, t
′, x, x′, r, r′) := U(t, x, r)− V (t′, x′, r′)− ϕε(t, t
′, x, x′, r, r′),(3.22)
ϕε(t, t
′, x, x′, r, r′) :=
1
ε
(
|t− t′|2 + |x− x′|2 + |r − r′|2
)
.(3.23)
Let [0, η] × B(0, r) × [r∗ − α, r∗ + α] ⊂ K be a compact neighborhood of (t∗, x∗, r∗), where
0 < η < T , 0 < α < r∗, and r > 0. The continuous function Φε attains its maximum
on the compact neighborhood [0, η]2 × B(0, r)2 × [r∗ − α, r∗ + α]2, denoted by mε, at some
(T − tε, T − t′ε, xε, x
′
ε, rε, r
′
ε). We will show that
(3.24) mεn → m¯ and ϕ(T − tεn, T − t
′
εn
, xεn, x
′
εn
, rεn, r
′
εn
)→ 0,
for a sequence (εn) with εn → 0. First, note that
m¯ = Φε(T − t
∗, T − t∗, x∗, x∗, r∗, r∗)
= (U − V )(T − t∗, x∗, r∗)− ϕε(T − t
∗, T − t∗, x∗, x∗, r∗, r∗)
≤ U(T − tε, xε, rε)− V (T − t
′
ε, x
′
ε, r
′
ε)− ϕε(T − tε, T − t
′
ε, xε, x
′
ε, rε, r
′
ε)(3.25)
= mε ≤ U(T − tε, xε, rε)− V (T − t
′
ε, x
′
ε, r
′
ε).(3.26)
Since ((T − tε, T − t′ε, xε, x
′
ε, rε, r
′
ε))ε>0 belongs to the compact set [0, η]
2 × B(0, r)2 × [r∗ −
α, r∗ + α]2, we can find a sequence (T − tεn, T − t
′
εn
, xεn, x
′
εn
, rεn, r
′
εn
), where εn ↓ 0, which
converges to some (T − t˜, T − t˜′, x˜, x˜′, r˜, r˜′), as n → ∞. The boundedness of the sequence
(U(T−tεn , xεn, rεn)−V (T−t
′
εn
, x′εn , r
′
εn
))n implies that
(
ϕεn(T−tεn , T−t
′
εn
, xεn, x
′
εn
, rεn, r
′
εn
)
)
n
is also bounded (from above), due to inequality (3.25). Therefore, by using (3.23), we must
have
T − t˜ = T − t˜′, x˜ = x˜′, r˜ = r˜′,
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as well as
m¯ = U(T − t˜, x˜, r˜)− V (T − t˜, x˜, r˜),
applying inequality (3.26) and the definition of m¯. We can thus suppose w.l.o.g. that t˜ =
t∗, x˜ = x∗, r˜ = r∗. Letting εn go to 0 in (3.26), we get
m¯ ≤ lim
n→∞
mεn ≤ (U − V )(T − t
∗, x∗, r∗) = m¯,
and thus (3.24) is proved.
Furthermore, we have that ϕε ∈ C1,1,2(]0, T ]× Rd × R) and
(T − tε, xε, rε) is a local maximum of
(t, x, r)→ U(T − t, x, r)− ϕε(T − t, T − t
′
ε, x, x
′
ε, r, r
′
ε),(3.27)
resp.,
(T − t′ε, x
′
ε, r
′
ε) is a local minimum of
(t′, x′, r′)→ V (T − t′, x′, r′) + ϕε(T − tε, T − t
′, xε, x
′, rε, r
′).(3.28)
Our purpose now is to use formulas (2.33) and (2.31) to find adequate elements of J 2,+U(T −
tε, xε, rε) and J 2,−V (T − t′ε, x
′
ε, r
′
ε). To this end, we compute the following derivatives:
(ϕε)t(T − tε, T − t
′
ε, xε, x
′
ε, rε, r
′
ε) =
2
ε
(tε − t
′
ε),
(ϕε)r(T − tε, T − t
′
ε, xε, x
′
ε, rε, r
′
ε) =
2
ε
(rε − r
′
ε),
∇x(ϕε)(T − tε, T − t
′
ε, xε, x
′
ε, rε, r
′
ε) =
2
ε
(xε − x
′
ε),
(ϕε)rr(T − tε, T − t
′
ε, xε, x
′
ε, rε, r
′
ε) =
2
ε
.
Because rε−r
∗
ε
, r
′
ε−r
∗
ε
→ 0 as ε goes to 0, due to (3.24), we can choose a neighborhood [0, η]×
B(0, r) × [r∗ − αε, r∗ + αε] of (t∗, x∗, r∗) such that
αε
ε
→ 0, as ε goes to 0. Using this and
(3.27), and inserting the derivatives of (t, x, r) 7→ ϕε(T − t, T − t
′
ε, x, x
′
ε, r, r
′
ε) at (T − tε, xε, rε)
in (2.33), we obtain
U(T − t, x, r)− U(T − tε, xε, rε)
≤ −ϕε(T − tε, T − t
′
ε, xε, x
′
ε, rε, r
′
ε) + ϕε(T − t, T − t
′
ε, x, x
′
ε, r, r
′
ε)
= −
2
ε
(tε − t
′
ε)(t− tε) +
2
ε
(xε − x
′
ε)(x− xε) +
2
ε
(rε − r
′
ε)(r − rε)
−
1
3ε
(r − rε)(r − rε)
2 + o(|t− tε|+ |x− xε|)
≤ −
2
ε
(tε − t
′
ε)(t− tε) +
2
ε
(xε − x
′
ε)(x− xε) +
2
ε
(rε − r
′
ε)(r − rε) +
2αε
3ε
(r − rε)
2
+ o(|t− tε|+ |x− xε|+ |r − rε|
2).
Using Remark 2.19 we have thus proved that
(3.29) (−
2
ε
(tε − t
′
ε),
2
ε
(xε − x
′
ε),
2
ε
(rε − r
′
ε),
2αε
3ε
) ∈ J 2,+U(T − tε, xε, rε).
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In the next step we look for an adequate element of J 2,−V (T − t′ε, x
′
ε, r
′
ε). To this end, as
before, we compute the derivatives of (t′, x′, r′) 7→ ϕε(T−tε, T−t′, xε, x′, rε, r′) at (T−t′ε, x
′
ε, r
′
ε).
Inserting them at (T − t′ε, x
′
ε, r
′
ε) into (2.31), we have in conjunction with (3.28):
V (T − t, x, r)− V (T − t′ε, x
′
ε, r
′
ε)
≥ ϕε(T − tε, T − t
′
ε, xε, x
′
ε, rε, r
′
ε)− ϕε(T − tε, T − t
′, xε, x
′, rε, r
′)
=
2
ε
(t′ε − tε))(t− t
′
ε)−
2
ε
(x′ε − xε)(x− x
′
ε)−
2
ε
(r′ε − rε)(r − r
′
ε)
+
1
3ε
(r′ − r′ε)(r
′ − r′ε)
2 + o(|t′ − t′ε|+ |x
′ − x′ε|+ |r
′ − r′ε|
2).
≥
2
ε
(t′ε − tε)(t− t
′
ε)−
2
ε
(x′ε − xε)(x− x
′
ε)−
2
ε
(r′ε − rε)(r − r
′
ε)−
2αε
3ε
(r′ − r′ε)
2.
+ o(|t′ − t′ε|+ |x
′ − x′ε|+ |r
′ − r′ε|
2).
This shows that
(3.30) (−
2
ε
(tε − t
′
ε),
2
ε
(xε − x
′
ε),
2
ε
(rε − r
′
ε),−
2αε
3ε
) ∈ J 2,−V (T − t′ε, x
′
ε, r
′
ε),
thanks to Remark 2.19. Applying Lemma 2.20 to the viscosity subsolution U we thus obtain
0 ≤ −
2
ε
(tε − t
′
ε) + βU(T − tε, xε, rε) +
2
ε
(rε − r
′
ε)b · xε +
αεxε
⊤Σxε
3ε
+
2
ε
sup
ξ∈Rd
(
ξ⊤(xε − x
′
ε)− (rε − r
′
ε)f(ξ)
)
, (3.31)
in conjunction with (3.29). Analogously, using the viscosity supersolution property of Lemma
2.20 for V, as well as (3.30), we get
0 ≥ −
2
ε
(tε − t
′
ε) + βV (T − t
′
ε, x
′
ε, r
′
ε) +
2
ε
(rε − r
′
ε)b · x
′
ε −
αεx
′
ε
⊤Σx′ε
3ε
+
2
ε
sup
ξ∈Rd
(
ξ⊤(xε − x
′
ε)− (rε − r
′
ε)f(ξ)
)
. (3.32)
By subtracting (3.31) from (3.32), we have
0 ≤ β(U(T − tε, xε, rε)− V (T − t
′
ε, x
′
ε, r
′
ε)) +
2
ε
(rε − r
′
ε)b · (xε − x
′
ε)
+
αε
3ε
(
xε
⊤Σxε + x
′
ε
⊤
Σx′ε
)
.
Sending now ε to 0 and using the fact that αε
ε
, rε − r′ε, |xε − x
′
ε| → 0, when ε→ 0, we get
(3.33) 0 ≤ β(U − V )(T − t∗, x∗, r∗).
Because β < 0, (3.33) is in contradiction with (3.21). Thus, we have shown that U ≤ V on
]0, T ]× Rd × R. 
Proof of Corollary 2.22. Let U be another solution of (2.11) with initial condition (2.12) sat-
isfying the growth condition
V2(t, x, r) ≤ U(t, x, r) ≤ V1(t, x, r), for all (t, x, r) ∈ ]0, T ]× R
d × R.
Then we have
lim
t→0
(
U(t, x, r)− V (t, x, r)
)
= 0, for fixed x, r ∈ Rd\{0Rd} × R,
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which can be extended to Rd×R. Hence, by using Theorem 2.21 we deduce that U ≤ V . Since
both U and V are viscosity sub- and supersolution, respectively, we conclude by reversing the
preceding inequality. 
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